Valencia
Full-Wrap Ogee

Dramatic. Graceful. Contoured. These are the defining characteristics of the Valencia Full-Wrap Ogee. Its distinctive profile adds upscale elegance to any kitchen, bath, or bar area. Get the look of stone and the performance and ease of laminate with the Valencia edge from VT Dimensions—an ideal choice for any budget.
Valencia Full-Wrap Ogee

Expect More from VT Dimensions

Bring together modern style, intriguing depth, and the seamless edge you want with the beautifully contoured look of VT Dimensions countertops. Beyond the beauty, you’ll have the assurance of knowing VT fabricates the whole countertop from top to bottom—not just the laminate surface—for consistent quality and service. And you get a 1-year warranty you can count on.

One source. Many beautiful looks. Only from VT.

Specifications

• Standard substrate is ¾” industrial-grade particleboard, available in 8’, 10’, and 12’ lengths
• Standard postformed-grade laminate with a thickness of 0.042” + 0.002” - 0.008”
• Both standard and special styles and sizes are suitable for all residential, commercial, institutional, or light-industrial applications
• Available surfaced with Formica®, Nevamar®, Pionite®, and Wilsonart® laminate
• Available as an environmentally friendly EQ countertop

Edge: Valencia
Laminate: Argento Romano
Formica® 6697-46
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